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THE SUFFERINGS OF THE AWAKENING*!!!

0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Report ^223. Nov. I, 1969# Hoehn Research Library, Box 1270, Grand Forks, BC Canada.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o«o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
Sometimes I make Notes of -what I am going 
to Write. Most of the time I depart from 
these Notes • sometimes for Better', some
times for Worse. I do not claim Perfection.
I know that many times things should be set 
forth much clearer. We do however, take 
great satisfaction in knowing that we do 
take the right Side and often find ourselves 
leading the right Side. It is for this 
reason that these Papers often go to Key 
Positions on both Sides of the Fence - and 
what they do with them is their Karma, We 
have done our Duty. If you see that our 
Doctiine is Right - but our "spirit" is 
Wrong - YOU show us how to do it. Or do it 
yourself. As long as the Warning goes. Read 
and re-read Ezekiel 3 & 33. That while you 
are refusing to "Criticize11 or help Criticism, 
you are GUILTY - of the BLOOD - of lost Souls! 
At least we are Free - of that Blood.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Sr. White said we should stop once in a 
while and Review what God has'done. If God 
has given us Wisdom, and Understanding - 
are we to deny it and pretend to be a’Fool? 
"Hold your Peace, and it shall be ^our WIS
DOM." Job 13:5.
"Hast thou counselled him that hath no WIS
DOM?" Job 26:3.
"The mouth of the RIGHTEOUS speaks WISDOM." 
"Thou shalt make me to know WISDOM,"Ps.51:6. 
"FOOLS despise WISDOM and Instruction." 
"Incline thine ear to WISDOM."Prov.2:2.
"The Lord giveth WISDOM." Prov.2:6,

for the past few Months, Its sales have 
Sky-rocketed, It is now elear who 
originated the "Brinsmead" Doctrines, 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
THE GREAT JARNES. Brinsmead was but a 
"Whipning-Boy" to make way for the Great 
James. No wonder they were so Cocky 
and could cast all the Hints about 
"BIBLE COLLEGE TEACHERS" that said 
Brinsmead was "RIGHT IN DOCTRINE." 
The ADVENTISTS no doubt X® ^io it was 
all along - but did not and still do 
not know how to handle this JUNTO.
The ADVENTISTS now have two "POPES" to 
choose from, each declaring APOSTOLIC 
SUCCESSION and DIVINE RIGHT, yet hurling 
their ANATHEMAS at each other. JARNES 
has taken the Bull by the Horns and 
DEMANDED a Confrontation.

"Let not the WISE man glory in his WIS
DOM... but let him that glorieth glory 
in this, th it he UNDERST ANDETH and know- 
eth Me," Jer. 9:23,24»
"I thank thee, 0 God, who hast given 
me WISDOM." Dan.2:23. 
0-Q-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 

UNDFRSTANDETH & XNCWETH IE. ‘ 
Do those who have become Infatuated 
with the Thought of a God in the Heavens 
who has so lost Control of his Emotions 
that the DANTES INFERNO SDA UNION COLIEGE 
JARNES - taking off in fanciful flight 
to the Heavens, finds himself sitting 
An the Rim of the Crater of Hell - find
ing his God writhing in "ETERNAL TOR
MENTS !«below the Abyss of the SDA UNION 
COLLEGE! This is not "JOY TO THE WORLD’" 
But it is "HOLY HOPRORS TO THE WORLD!" 
Is that the God YOU believe' in - ? Do 
you UNDERCT AND his Character - ? by 
believing JARNES-BRINSMEAD and their 
so-called "DANIEL 8:14 - ?" Perhaps we 
should add a "LIMBO" or a "PURGATORY!" 

SUFFERINGS,
This is the main Thrust of that Book, 
"THE SANCTUARY RESTORED." by Peter J, 
James, P.O. Box 6237, Lincoln, Neb. 
68506 UBA. (Send $£.00 for this and 
"AN OPEN LETTER" and. also "DIALOGUE and. 
DOCUIOTATION." Just hot off the Press.) 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
"THE SANCTUARY RESTORED"-by Peter James. 
This Book has been making its rounds 

"He layeth up sourri WISDOM for the RIGHTEOUS." 
"Happy is the man that findeth WISDOM and the 
man that getteth UNDERSTANDING," Prov.3:I3. 
"My son - attend to my WISDOM." ?rov.5:I,‘ 
"A man 6f UNDERSTANDING hath WISDOM." 10:23. 
"The mouth of the Just bringeth forth WISDOM* 
"A Scorner SEEKETH Wisdom & findeth it not." 
"WISDOM resteth in the heart of him that 
hath UNDERSTANDING." Prov.I3:33.
"How much BETTER ks it to get 'WISDOM than 
GOLD!" Prov.16:16.
"He that getteth WISDOM loveth his own Soul." 
"A FOOL will despise the WISDOM of thy words’! 
"Buy WISDOM...thru WISDOM is a house built." 
"The Rod and Reproof give WISDOM ."Prov, 29:15. 
(Those not marked:) Ps.37:30. Prov.1:7.3:7. 
10:31. 14:6, "God giveth to a man WISDOM." 
"WISDOM giveth LIFE." "I applied my Heart 
to know WISDOM." Eccl .2:26. "7:12,25. 8:16,



■like it THAT much - let us make a Deal!
• And that is ALL this “STUDY COBUTTEE” .
■ was all about!

CAN WE MAKE A DEAL?
Jt will be to YOUR advantage and to OUR/ 
advantage and EVERJDNFJS advantage - if we 
“MAKE A DEAL!1’ No committee was necessary ■ ■

through the Denomination like •Wild-Fire -• 
the Book written by a man who had spent 
the greater part of his life* STUDYING

.on the Adventist mind 
Adventist ENTRANCED. - 

PUFFED-UP IN HIS FLESHLY MIND that he was

2-'-223. THE PCWER PLAY. 
JARNES pushed his advantage skillfully and 
adroitly, for what appears to be Spur-of- 
the-moment moves is but the execution of 
what obviously represents YEARS of SCHEMING. like the PRESIDENT of the South Dakota 
The ADVENTISTS are fal.li.ng all over each 
other in their Confts±on as to how to handle 
this Hot Potatoe. JARNES is not making the 
mistakes that HUDSON made. No sentimental, 
slush about him. He tells them straight off 
That they can do with their underhanded and 
long-successm THREATS at INTIMIDATION. * 
He matches them Threat for Threat. In other

Conference, the CHAIRKUN of the Defense 
Literature Committee, the DEAN of the 
Theological Seminary, the ASSISTANT PRO
FESSOR OF RELIGION, Andrews University. 
BIEBER-BUSH -HARDINGE-LaiE-f.-lURDOCH FALLEN- 
WSF^ATEPHOUSE.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0—O—O—O—O 
Men of that Caliber KNEW the ERRORS in 

Circles could easily be called! “BLACK- MAIL .“that Book BEFORE they got together to
“STUDY11 it Page by Page. They HAD studied 
it Page by Page. They were NOT WORRYING" 
about the Errors - for they side-stepped 
the really GLARING ones. Such as the con
jured up “SUFFERINGS.“ And they went by’ 
the “144,000“ with a Whistle & a-Prayer. 

WHAT DID THEY WANT - ???
THE BOOK as it was put out by METZ-RUE 
threatened to take the Denomination in a 
Land-Slide! So if you can’t BEAT rtEM - 
“JOIN ’EM!11 Who cares about another 
little-bitsey Error added to the 148 other 
Errors in the SDA Alphabet Soup! One more 
would hardly show splattered ibn the SDA 
Vest! IF THEY KNEW (as they now claim to 
know) - the Freaky Doctrines manifest in 
that Book - this “...MEED-UP presentation 
... which is BRINSMEADISM from beginning ' 
to end.” L.C.NADEN, President - AUSTRALIA. 
p.56 of “DIALOGUE & DOCUMENTATION.® (DD). 
If this was so mixed-up that “NO GENERAL 
CONFERENCE CROUP" would or could make 
head or tail of it, let alone “REVISE" it 
to nake it anpear to be a SOUND Book - 
JUST WHY did' they sit-in COMOTTEE to so ' 
much as CONSIDER the Question of HUETIBC 
it in the SDA HESS - ?
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
Well, of course - the answer is quite ' ’ ’ 
Simple. The Book the .way it was - the Book 
that they did not Think would ever become 

THAT THE ADVENTISTS UNDERSTOOD this Threat so Popular - the Book that was running 
is manifest by the Squealinr of LO. .E: 
“Sister White remained loyal to TJIE CHURCH. 
...she said NOTHING about throwing out the 
present Leadership and replacing them with

BLACK-MAIL.
Fully conscious of the IMAGE he has built 
for himself in ADVENTIST CIRCLES by always 
only Teaching what will suit the Itching 
Ears - things the ADVENTISTS wouldn’t DARE 
touch with a Ten-Foot Pole even though they 
KN(JJ it is as WRONG as the DEVIL himself J 
Take this “SUFFERING" thing. That God and 
Christ are “SUFFERING" on account of some 
Old Church, if they would DENY this - how 
would the Constituents vote - ? And so they 
have even gone so far as to Officially con
sider PRINTING THE BOOK- J That the METZ- 
RUE TEAM set off with a $30,000.oo Rocket! 
This is where the ADVENTISTSmade their 
FATAL MISTAKE - to even CONSIDER such a 
possibility. Thus lending more INFLUENCE' 
to the other Side. I suppose they thought 
it might have been a Clever .move - to take 
the THUNDER out of the AWAKEN33S HANDS.
But they did not realize that you give such 
people a little Finger and they will want 
nothing Short of the WHOLE HAND! They are 
on a Rampage and they are not about to stop 
short of a Take-over. JARNES pushed his ad
vantage by going to the Top - to PTBRSON.

Making THREATS that in the Political Arena 
would be considered BLACK-MAIL. “See ' 
“DIAJ.OGUE- & DOCUMENTATION® p.3,45,40,50,51, 
52,53.
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o

present Leadership and replacing them with EFFECTS OF DOCTRINE, 
new ones," p.53.(This is what bothers them!) > the Book that had 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o ?------- - __ ------ -
The ADVENTISTS appointed a “STUDY CO? MITTEE® SO IMPORTANT that God had to hold the 
the Caliber of the men who sat on that COM— Train for the ADVENTIST to get on Board 
ITTTEE and the MASTERFUL DEDUCTIONS shown and pull the Whistle! Well, if the PEOPLE 
on pages 36-41 of the above-mentioned Book, 
reveals all too well that they were “STUDY
ING” not the BOOK - but the AUTHOR - ’



now ’’study® the Doctrine to use that as
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compromise failed in other Lines# 
o-o-o-o-o-o
JARNES then undertook to hurl his 
ANATHEMAS at the Church and. Pope. 
LETTER TO PIERSON:
“Only DISASTER"to our' organized Church

month of February, 1969.) 
o-o-o-o-o-o
In which th® TOP BRASS tried to intimidate 
Jarnes, as they always do" - by: ‘’The MOOD 
of the Study Committee seemed so optimistic 
concerning my future” DD 25 and the future 
of his son, and perhaps even Dr. Metz if 
not even Brinsmead. DD 26,27. But since 
James met the Committee demands with James 
demands - the Committee set themselves to

LETTER. TO SPANGLE:
“...and the FOES pronounced oh those 
who spoil the Pasture and muddy the v/ater 
ARE CERTAIN f It is not too late to RETURN 
(to James?) TO THE LORD in humility.” 
(JARNES TO SPANGLE) DD 51.
o-o—o-o-o-o
THE ADVENTI.STS PUT IT PPETTY CUTE:
“To the BRINSMEADITES, every fine state
ment of Mien G. White about THE CHURCH 
means THE CHURCH after the “ATAXENINC-” 
has taken it over.” ICWE. DD 53.

SO THE BATTLE IS ON - .’
And goes into its next Phase.
Whatever that will be. It might be well 
to turn and look to see what it is.

THE ORDER OF EVENTS -
REVERSELY:
Christ comes. Before that - 
Armageddon. Before that - 
Ths rest of the 7 Plagues. Before that - 
Close of Probation for the World. “ “ - 
The Loud Cry. Before that - 
Close of Probation for the Church.” ” - 
The Midnight'Cry. Before that - 
A False Reformation.
THE ADVENTISTS & AWAXENERS DENY - 
that there are two closings of Probation. 
THE ADVENTISTS CHARGE THE AWAXENERS 
with teaching two closings of Probation. 
See “DIALOGUE & DOCUMENTATION.“ 5,32', 34, 
o-o-o-o-o-o 49,55.
See the same pages to see that JARNES' 
denies that they teach any such thing.
O"*O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O 
So here is .here we are going to differ 
with both the ADVENTISTS & the AWAKSNERS. 
(The PHARISEES & the SADDUCEES.)
For the Moment, and for most of the rest 
of the Time - we are NOT INTERESTED in 
what happens AFTER the Close of Probation 
for what would it really matter - ? If 
the Die has been Cast - ? NOTHING can 
really be changed after that.

PROOF POSITIVE.
It must be really a Sorry kind of a • 
Mind that cannot ever admit anything 
unless it is in Harmony with his CHURCH 
or his PRIEST or his POLITICAL PARTY.

3-^223. The I1GAIRMENT of COWIDENCE in God, 
that God would allegedly “SUFFER” on account an excuse fpr the gullible Public - when 
of a Denomination like this - THAT did hot 
bother any of them - but what did bother 
them was “to IMPAIR confidence in THE CHURCH” 
“THE COWOTTEE also expressed concern over 
the cariCISM of certain denominational 
LEADERS... “The impact of sych"’Statements is 
calculated to IMPAIR confidence in THE CHURCH” can be expected.” DD 50. 
DD 56. NOT THE DOCTRINE but “...the relation
ship of Elder James to a .SCHISMATIC Move
ment.” p<57. 
o-o-o-o-o-c 
”... not'alter the Doctrine... hut merely 
concerned ^ihat some on the C02HTTEE fel t 
were NEGATIVE approaches.••.Apostasy and a 
Schismatic movement... fighting the' Church1!- 
o-o-o-o-o-o DD 2,3.
“Elder Jarnes1 critieal, negative approach 
to denominational IEADEPS is to he depreci
ated... No request for CHANGE of TIDIOLOGY 
was registered.” DD 9,10. 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
“Elder Jarnes’ critical, negative approach 
to denominational LEADERS is to be depreci
ated. Some of his statements are DEVASTATING. 
...We are happy that Elder Jarnes'agreed to 
delete these NEGATIVE approaches... It is 
unfortunate that so many copies of the Book 
are ALREADY in circulation and cannot be 
recalled.” DD 38. 
o—o—O—O—(>-0 
“There were suggestions for certain CHANGES, 
but NOTHING that affected the Message it 
contains.® DD 46. 
0-0—0—0—0—0 * ■ 
But since the “STUD? COMMITTEE” studied 
JARNES and saw he did not worry about I ABS
TAINING “the Integrity of the Denomination” 
as much as MAINTAINING the Integrity of 
PETER C.JARNES: “The problem was intensified 
in that up until the last few weeks Elder 
Jarnes either was not able pr was unwilling 
to make a statement expressing disagreement 
with the Brinsmead (Doctrine?) ATT AC IS and • 
CRITICISM of THE CHURCH & its LEADERSHIP.” 
“AN OPEN LETTER” p.3,4. (All this took place 
from the merry month of August, 1.9to the
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of the WRATH (SUFFERINGS???) Vil'JHJI of God. 
THE ANCIENT MEN* are the FIRST to Fall I 
*ALL PERISH TOGETHER." T?>2II.

ary.*are done" IN THE CHURCH.* RH A2:49.T3:2?7."Here ire see that THE CHURCH - the Lord'sSanctuary • was the FIRST to feel the Stroke not depending onGod, not exalting His Power, and THAT CHURCH will surely be LEFT by the Lord, to be brought DCWN TO THE GROUND.* T8:I27.

BEFORE THAT you had the MIDNIGHT CRT - ..and all the Decent people obeyed the Cry: «G0 TE OUT Only the DROSS, the SCUM, will REMAIN in the Congregation of the DEAD’ These •ALE. PERISH TOGETHER.”T 5 •Let the Ministers AWAKE, let THEM take in the situation* The work of Judgment... Then they 'BEGAN at the ANCIENT FEN which were (STILL!) ■, •f before the House.® TM 431-2. “ALL PERISH o-o—o—o—o—o * r TOGETHER’• T5«2II.What happened to that marvelous "CLEANSING® of the Sanctuary? Is this the way it is going to be “CLEANSED?® I think so. The

4-z<223. PROBATION CLOSES FOP. ADVENTISTS, ' JUDAS did hot live long after he coir’itted the Sin against the Holy Ghost. Neither did KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM - the CHURCHLEADERS. For the first Time in the History of the World - there will be a people uho CANNOT DIE - and the great Majority who are ~

in the Congregation of the DEAD. Like- those i^io REMAINED in Old Jerusalem - the “Holy® City. This is the UNPOPULAR MESSAGE that the Nominal ADVENTISTS will in no wise accept. But it is the Straight Testimony Upon which the DEST INI of the Church HANGS. EW 270. 144,000. v. . The’“ARMS* of the Lord is the 144,000. There are 12 Companies or Units. Each 12,00© has a Battalion Name. The Advance Guard is the Tribe of Levi. These are a Select Company of Volunteers. They give the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans. They Cry aloud and spare not. They show them all their Abominations at a Time when the Apostate Ministr y called :®DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK* - who are saying the Lon! is “SUFFERING® because “HE IS TOO MERC3FUL TO VISIT HIS PEOPLE IN JUDGMENT" - which you can expect to Hear nextSabbath or any coming Sabbath" In either the Camp of Judah-Adventists or Jacob** Awakeners - and for hhiefc the “Men with SLAUGHTERING WEAPONS® cut them down!T5:2lI. “ALL PERISH TOGETHER,* Samei CUT IT DOWN’“CUT IT DCFNJ*... In these words there is a lesson for all who are connected with the Worfc of God. A miOD OF PROBATION was granted to the Tree that bore NO FRUIT. AND IN LIKE MANNER God bears long with HIS PEOPLE. But of those who have had rreat advantages, and who are standing in POSITIONS of High an?. Sacred TRUST,

WITHOUT HOPE, I have often tried to Visualize BEGINS at the Sanctuary just what they will DO, How they will ACT, ■ They will" certainly have no compunction of Conscience to STEAL-LIE-CHEAT-LIURDER-or take their neighbor’s Wife, As far as I have been able to determine - only FEAR of Reprisal will hold them in Check at-aXL. The Angels of God will strike many of them down, “SUFFERING® will be on those 1A16 REMAIN in Mercy to the Saints - on a moroent’s notice. “Go ye ArTER him through the City, aid SMITE’* 0—0—o—o—o—o THE BIBLE SATS: ; ’ " /
There are SIX Angels that come “from the Way of the Higher-Gate... and EVER! MAN (ALL 6!) a SLAUGHTER WEAPONin his hand.0 o-o-e-o-o-o Ezekiel 9:2.THE TESTIMONIES SAY: There are FIVE nen *beartng SLAUGHEIR FEARONS.* T3:267. RH A2:49. o-o—e—o—o—o IS THERE A CONTRADICTION HERE - ? Ne, net at all. Because the Bible says: •...ONE MAN AMONG THEM" had a Writer’s Irikhorn by his Side. Ezekiel 9:2. •—e—e—o—o-o SO THE 5 SLAUGHTERING ANGELS are told te •Ge ye after him through the City, and SMITE.,, but come not near any man upon idiom is the MARK; and BEGIN at my Sanctuary, Ezekiel 9:5,6, This then means * without contradiction: That the SEALING ANGEL’ also 
has a SLAUGHTER WEAPON an! will use it on the spur of the Moment -if it Is Necessary to protect the Righteous. Praise God| o—o—o—o—o—o THE PRINCIPLES AND WORK OF HEALTH REFORM w go right to the very End ,T6:22.1,3 70, Those who do not heed, it will drop ?.il:e Flies in the PESTILENCE that will sweep around this World in the SEALING Til®. LEFT OUT of EW 48. But you will find it in “RESENT TRUTH* p.32. RH AI:II. September, 1849.’ ' POSITIONS of High an?. Sacred TRUST, andTHIS SLAUGHTERING is to “BEGIN at sanctu- yet bear NO FRUIT, He says'* “CUT IT DCWN;Because of all the “ABO?H:ATIONS that why eumbereth it the Ground?* T7*200., CLOSE OF PROBATION’•Let a CHURCH become proud and BoastfUl,
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“...• while the Door is CLOSED to those 
who would not enter. LARGE NUHJERS WILL

have the WARNING, Which neither, the 
AWAKENERS nor the TREACHERS r are giving 
them. The Testimony must come TO the 
Laodiceans, not FROM the Laodiceans. 
And then their Probation CLOSES - while 
it is still OPEN for the World!

WHILE THE DOOR. IS CLOSED, 
‘“The Time is nearing ^hen the great CRISIS 

will have come... Oh, that the people 
mifht know the Til® OF THEIR VISITATION! ; 
... The TIME of God’s destiuctlve JUDG
MENTS is the TH® OF MERCI for those who 
have had no opportunity to learn what is 
Truth. Tenderly will the Lord look*upon 
TEEM. His heart of Mercy is touched)

These are ample Testimonies to PROVE a' 
little bit different than your Preachers 
have been telling you. That God is about

WHILE THE DOOR' IS CLOSED to those who « 
would not enter,11 T9’97, 
0—0—O—O—0—0 
“They have set up Kings, * the Lord dec
lared, “but not by Mej they have made! 
Princes, and I knew it not." Hosea 8:4., 
... ye have eaten the Fruit of LIES; be
cause thou didst TRUST in thy way, in 
the mvCLtitude of thy mighty men. THERE
FORE shall a TUMULT arise among thy people, 
and ALL thy Fortresses (Drug-Centers) 
shall be spoiled,.,, in a Morning (Easter 
Sunrise?)shall the Xing of Israel utterly 
be CUT OFF." Hosea 10:13-15.“ RH A6:40I; 
o—o—o—o—o—o . Jan, 29, 1914.

TOU LIKE PEACE & SAFETY? 
DO NOT CRITICIZE?

“The INFLUENCE of the Peace-and-Safety '. 
sentiment is in the midst of US. 1 worldly 
malarious INFLUENCE... They are represent
ed by the FOOLISH VIRGINS; and when the 
CRISIS comes, and the LAST CALL is made, 
“Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye 
OUT to meet Him>” they will find that 
while they have been MINGT ING with the 
World, their LIGHT has gone OUT... The 
Peace-and-Safety cry HUSHED them to 
SLUM3ER.,, The VOICE of God speaks to 
his people, saying: “Come OUT from among- 
THEM, and be ye SEPARATE, sal th the Lord, 
and touch not the UNCLEAN THING.., and 
ye shall be my Sons & Daughters... And 
the Spirit and. the Biide say, CO)®, And 
let him that heareth say, COMS,41 RH A3 8- 
0—0—0—0—0—0

WHILE THE DOOR IS CL 
while the Door is CL

5-^223, “GO OUT IN DARKNESS” 
BUT REMAIN IN THE CHURCH - ! 
“Is this the condition in which Christ is 
to find HIS CHURCH? Brethren, your ownl>ampc to Cleanse the^Camp. But FIRST they must 
will surely flicker and grow dim until  they 
GO OUT IN DARKNESS unless you make' DECIDED 
EFFORTS to REFORM, “Remember therefore from 
whence thou art FALLEN, and REPEAT, and' do 
the first Works." The opportunity now pre
sented may be SHORT.,. It is oriLy by reason 
of His marvelous patience that they are not 
CUT DOWN as cumberers pf the Ground., But 
His Spirit will npt always strive. His 
patience will wait BUT LITTLE LONGER. Your 
faith must be something MORE than it has 
been, or you will be WEIGHED IN THE BALANCES 
AND FOUND WANTING .“,15’612. ‘ 
0—0—o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0

THE S^OFD IS COMING. * „
“God will hold up His Servants, will preserve His hand is still stretched out .to Save, 
His favored ones; but WOE unto him vho would 
make of non effect the Words of Christ’s 
ambassadors... WHO WOULD TELL THE PEOPLE 
THAT THE WORD IS COMING and warn th6m“to 
PREPARE for the great Day of God.” T3’4?2. 
o—o—o—o—0—0 
“As Judgment passes upon the House of God, 
the Angels keep a faithftfl. Record of'every 
man’s work, their sentehee is recorded^ 
their name, and the Angel is commissioned 
to SPARE THEM NOT, but to CUT THEM DCTN at 
the Time of SLAUGHTER.” SG 4’39. ' 
o—o—o—o—o—o 
”... a marked DIFFERENCE between their DRESS 
and that of the World... the line of dis
tinction MUST BE MORE PLAIN.,, or the CURSE 
which falls upon Worldlings WILL FALL on 
God’s PROFESSED PEOPLE... You are POOR, and. 
MISERABLE, an? BLIND, and NAKED... soon the 
word will be spoken to the Angels of God 
concerning you, as was given concerning 
ELI’S HOUSE, that your Sins shall not be 
purged with sacrifice nor offering Forever. 
MANY, I saw, were flattering themselves that 
they were GOOD CHRISTIANS, Wio'had NOT A 
SINGLE RAY OF LIGHT from Jesus,.. And I saw 
that the Lord (was SUFFERING???) was WHET
TING HIS SWORD in Heaven to CUT THEM WIN. 
Oh! that every LUKEWARM PROFESSOR could 
realise the CLEAN WORK that God is about 
to make among his PROFESSED PEOPLE...Says 
the TRUE WITNESS, “I KNOW TftY WORKS.* SH ’ 
o—o—o—o—o—o 4’36-7.
“The Servants of God must arise,' CRY ALOUD, 
and spare not, “Show my people their Trans* 
gressioris,and the House of Jacob their Sins1! 
"Satan’s object is gained when the‘FAITHFUL 
TESTIMONY is SUPPRESSED." SG 4’38,47. '



"The Householder, on seeing his invitation 
, declared that NONE of the men 

WHO WERE BIDDEN should taste of his 
Supper. But for those who had done des
pite to the King, MORE than exclusion 
from his presence and his table is de
creed. “He sent forth his Armies, and 
DESTROYED those MURDERERS, and BURNED up 
their City... Daily THE CHURCH is being 
converted to THE WORLD.*.

FOR THE AWAKENERS:
“So it will- be in the Great Judgment Day. 
Men may now EXCUSE their DEFECTS of 
CHARACTER, but in THAT DAY •they will 
offer NO EXCUSE." COL 307-309,316-7. 
o~o-o-o-o-o THE COMPANY.
THE SEALING:
W 270(TI:I8l) we see the SHAKING. This 
is IN the Church. This is caused by a 
“COMPANY" giving the STRAIGHT TESTIWNY 
to (not from!) the Laodiceans. AFTER THIS 
on page 271(TI:182) we see this Company 
SEALED - their Guardian Angels DOUBLED, 
And mark this:
It is AFTER that - that the bottom of 
the page shows:11.. .THE LATTER RAIN, the 
REFRESHING...the LOUD CRY.“ EW 271. That 
brings in the OTHER TRIBES to make up 
the full ARMY of 12 DIVISIONS of “12,000 
each. This is the Truth of the 144,000 
and of two Doors of Probation.
O—O—O—O—0—0
“THE TRUTH CAN CUT... As trials thicken 
around us, both SEPARATION and UNITY 
will be seen in our Ranks • Some who are 
now ready to take up Weapons of Warfare 
will... under one pretext or another, 
GO OUT FROM US... they will be taken in 
the Delusions of the Enemy., and will 
DEPART (from the Church?) from the Faith. 
But, on the other hand, when the Storm 
of Persecution REALLY BREAKS UPON US... 
MANY who have strayed from the Fold will 
COME BACK... THEN will the Message of 
the Third Angel SWELL to a LOUD CRY.“ 
o-o-o-o-d-o T6:400,401.
This" is 4 times as much as is necessary 
to prove that there are TWO DOORS OF 
o-o-o-o-o-o PROB ATION|
Suffice it to say that those who DO NOT 
heed the MIDNIGHT CRY: “GO YE OUT!" - 
these do not give the LOUD CRY! Because 
they see NO ABOMINATIONS (being BLIND!) 
“But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of ALL those 
WHO DO NOT THUS SEE (shall)..; BEGIN at 
My Sanctuary." T3:267. RH A2:49. “Here 
we see...THE CHURCH - the Lord’s Sanctuary 
was the FIRST to feel the Stroke of the 
WRATH of God.«T5:2H.

6- ^223. LARGE NUMBERS WILL BE AD1ITTED.
TRIBE AFTER TRIBE - to make up the 12 TRIBES, slifhted 
"A VIEW OF THE CONFLICT 
“In vision I saw WO ARMIES in terrible 
conflict... STANDARD AFTER STANDARD (DRUGS- 
X-MASS-EASTER) STANDARD AFTER STANDARD was 
left to trail in the Dust as COMPANY AFTER 
COMPANY from the Loid’s Army JOINED THE FOE 
and TRIBE AFTER TRIBE from the Ranks of the 
Enemy UNITED with the Commandn»ht*kee'ping 
people of God... A LOUD VOICE...“COLE OUT 
from among them, and be ye SEPARATE ,“18:4.1. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
"...LARGE NUMBERS WILL BE ADMTED who in 
these Last Days "hear the Truth for the FIRST 
Time," RH A5?254. July 9,1906. 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
This should be more than sufficient to 
establish that there are TWO CLOSES OF 
PROBATION. The Door is Open to one Class 
“WHILE THE DOOR IS CLOSED to those who 
would not enter." T9:97. 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
In the Parable of the GREAT SUPPER one Class 
was called and made Excuse - did the Master 
“SUFFER???" - the Record reads: “Then the 
Master of the House BEING ANGRY said.., 
Go out quickly into the Streets*and Lanes 
of the City, and bring in hither the POOR, 
and. the MAIMED, and the HALT, and. the BLIND, 
(and then the THIRD Class. But mark these 

Words about the Close of Probation:) 
"For I say unto you, That NONE of those 
men which WERE bidden shall TASTE of my 
Supper." Luke 14:21,24. 
0-0-0—0-0—0 
“HERE IS A CLASS REJECTED OF GOD... shall 
not taste of His Flory, but the EWITATIOI’ 
will be extended TO ANOTHER CLASS." 52:40. 
0—0—0—0—0-0 
“He showed that the INVITATION which they 
had slighted was to be sent to those WHOM 
THEY DESPISED, those from whom they had 
drawn away their garments, as if they were 
Lepers to be Shunned... The lesson is for 
all time... and invited a Class who were 
not full... “The Publicans & the Harlots," 
Christ said,"go into the Kingdom BEFORE 
YOU."... OUTSIDE the pale of JUDAISM, in 
the Highways and. Byways of the World,..Io, 
we turn to the Gentiles... THIS MESSAGE is 
given to men today... THE LAST MESSAGE... 
GATHERING IN THE OUTCASTS... GA5.TU3RED for 
the Lord’s Table... who are WITHOUT CHURCH 
RELATIONS... the OUTCAST, and the. poor souls 
who are WEAK in moral power... There is a 
place for them at the Lord’s Table.,. The’ 
Spirit and the Bride say, COPE .“COL 220-235.



"Except your RIGHTEOUS-

n

7-*223e WO PTCTUPFS CF GOD & THl CFU'.CH.. 
ONE PICTURE of God is to see that Ne has 
done ALT THAT HE COULD for His Church - 
TT*s people. There is nothing more'that He 
can do. Even if one were raised from the 
Dead - or an Appel would come from Heaven - 
t. 3 PCTEp that is to come in the Future - 
toother with the- MESSAGE - will "ONLY 
MADDEN" them. GC 607. And then they CO TO 
LAV/ - to the EVANGELICALS in an EVANG^IGAL 
ALLIANCE - BEFORE tha SUNDAY LAG ’ WITHOUT 

f the

EV/ 268, 
were moved to IND IGNAT IOF’

W 177.

the FALSE SAPPATH (will be FORC-VD' upon us??) 
(No* not at all. They put the word“ENFORCE
MENT" 5 Times! when Sr. White never had it 
CNCEJ Look this up for yourself. CO ZAC-9. 
Then see the ORIGINAL And. see "ElWCEFW’ 
is just NOU THERE’ 1884 GC 261. Yet this is 
the Text the Adventist glories in - the Text 
that SR. WHITE NEVER WROTE! Not any more 
than that “TEARS IN HIS VOICE” thin". That 
was NEVER, in “STEPS TO CHRIST” - we have 
the ORIGINAL copyrighted OUTSIDE the Church 
by Sr, White turning it over to “FILL?ING H, 
REVELL COMPANY" - copyright 1892.
0-0—o—o—e
I DARE YOU!
Write and Aflk your "WHITE TRUSTEES” if 
“TEARS IN HIS VOICE" was in the ORIGINAL 
“STEPS TO CHRIST" - ’ Of course it WAS NOT’ 
And this "SUFFEF.TNG" thing is but a STEP 
further along the line in PICTDRIt/G a RAISE 
GOD for you to Worship! Because the PICTURE 
drawn in the Testimonies - the TRUE PICTURE- 
THE UNION OF THE CHURCH WITH THE WORLD - 
(the Book opened ur> for me) "Jesus and ALL 
the Heavenly Host looked with DISGUST upon 
the Scene." EW 228. , «

“I saw that the Heavenly Host were FILLED 
with INDIGNATION...." EG 220.
“AIL HEAVEN was filled with INDIGNATION." 
0—0—0—0-0—o P37 246
Now if you are going to throw yourself 
into some kind of a Trance - induced by 
your Church-Leaders and your College 
Bible-Teachers that conjure up some 
bright Vision of a God “SUFFERING" and 
“TEARS IN HIS VOICE" - you will NOT have 
the SPIRIT and the CHARACTER, of the 
Heavenly Host: "All Heaven was moved 
(with TEARS ??? with SUFFERINGS ??? Don’t 
be a FOOL!) "All Heaven was moved with 
INDIGNATION.,’" EW 215.
0—0—0—0—0—0
"He ABHORS the PRAYERS and EXHORTATIONS 
of those.,...." 
“The ANGELS...
o-o-o-o-o-o
Yo£ - you have to wake up pretty early 
in the Morning to get AHEAD of these 
TYING TREACHERS’
NESS shall EXCEED the RIGHTEOUSNESS of 
the Scribes and PHARISEES - ye shall in 
NO CASE enter Heaven!" 
o-n-o-o-o-o
“THE CHURCHES have been filling up with 
every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL- PIRD... yet 
their Members PROFESS,., (So God is in 
"TEARS" ©nd is “SUFFERING” about it - 
“PRAYING" that thev will become Converted) 
“Their TROFE-SSION/ their PRAYERS, and 
their ENHORTATIONS are an ABOMINATION in 
the Sight of God, Said the Angel, "God 
will not smell in their Assemblies,.,” 
The PRIDE of the NOMINAL CHURCHES.,.
Jesus and the Angels look upon them in 
ANGER,,, AGENTS OF SATAN look uron the 
religious Bodies with EXULTATION... 
ALL HEAVEN beheld© with INTIGNATION.,, 
Cod. will restrain His ANGER but little 
longer. His WRATH BURNS against this 
Nation and especially against the religious 
Bodies... yet they DARE to worship God 
c-o-o-o-o-o few 274-5•
This is only ONE BOOK! How many References 
do you think we could find if we used 
ALL the Books? Yet some will STRAIN AB? 
A JiNAT * a tiny FLEA of Evidence - and 
swallow a CAMEL! Just like the OTHER 
"HELL" believers! And. "TORMENT" and ‘ 
"SUFFERINGS" believers! "SATAN was trying 
his every Art to HOLD THEM WHERE THEY 
WfePE (like the Preachers did in the Days 
of Lot and. Noah - telling them about the 
"tOVE” of God for themJ)..,and they LEFT 
without a Shelter from the BURNING TJRATH

ANY SUNDAY-W - THIS-is "AN IMAGE o. 
Roman Hierarchy." GC 445, 
o—0—0—0—0—0
And to get this STRAIGHT -' 
you’d better read the ORIGINAL the way the 
Lord wrcte it: 1884 GC 278 - and find that 
the "PERSECUTION always FOLLOTS... ’« So you 
can HAVE the IMAGE OF THE BEAST without any 
SUNDAY LAG ’ This was very clear ‘in the PAGES 
they TOOK OUT of the 1884 GO. They didn’t 
LIKE to know about the “SNARES OF SATAN" - 
that you would be "SNARED" by Satan - by 
the Actions of YCUR CVIURCH-PuEAIir/; J “The 
CHURCH must-be LED - to UNITE ^th the 
KCPLD." 1884 GC 337, (One of the wares they 
thj«w OUT 1) 
c—0—0—0—o—0
And if you care to' follow this Subject thru- 
"Ir. the CLOSING work ef God in the earth... 
in the Hour of GREATEST PERIL... the TEST 
will come to every soul. Th® observance of



u

XS is ROMANISM in th© Old World and 
PROTESTANTISM in the New. And so it be
hooves us to know WHO IT IS that is 
going to go to the Beast and perform ' 
MIRACLES before the Beast so that even 
the Beast will be astounded. JONES said 
in the 1388 period that this BABYLON 
has MYSTERY on her Forehead and comes 
up from an UNEXFECTED QUARTER* and if we 
are not careful - we will havQ the 
MARX - and not know it • and not be able 
t® do anything about ite 

FORCE.
6p while the Adventist is Feelishly 
Xoeking for FORCE - the IMAGE sneaks 
Up on him with NO FORCE ABOUT IT’ Next 
EASTER he will keep SUNDAY! NO FORCE J

• • •

Put ths BABYLON of Rev.18. » 
MESSAGE that is yet FUTUHB." 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
Because the FORMATION of this EAPyi.-OH 
has to be yet Future J For this is the 
BABYLON of the SEAT.,HC- J IShich separates 
GGLD from DROSS - SHEEP from GOATS - 
’■'HEAT from TARES - TRUE from FALSE - 
144,000 from BABYLON.
0—0—0—0—0—0
If the above be True (and it is True)- 
then the BABYLON (NOT the BABYLON of 
Luther’s day and NOT the Babylon of 
I844J The one was in ROME & ITALY - 
<fr.e other was an OCEAN APART J it was 
in WASHINGTON, D.O, & PROTESTANT AJERICA! 
NEITHER ONE OF THESE is the BABYLON of

Ing soma 
Tx 

... -*• ij 

and AGONY I then felt 
.. .HIS DP.FADFUL FRCO.« 
o-o-o-o-o-o FALSE PROPHETS', 
11 It has always been a characteristic of 
FALSE FFOTHETS that they sea Visions of 
PEACE; and they will ba sayinr, “PLACE and 
SAFETY," then SUDDEN DESTRUCTION comes upon 
THEM, The TRUE will boldly REPROVE sin . and 
WARN of coming WRATH." W 139. .6
o-o-e-o-o-o 
“In the CLOSING work of God in the earth 
in the hour ©f GREATEST JET IL... the TEST 
will come to every soul. The observance of 
the FALSE SAEPATH will be URGED upon US.,, 
At this time the GCLD will be SEPARATED 
from ths DROSS... in the hotr of deepest 
APOSTASY." PH A6:382. Nyv.20,19X3. 
c—o—o—o—o-o * “ > ' ’ V ■■
THE PACES LEFT OUT of 1884 GO 337-340 
RE’-IEAL all too plainly hew the CHURCH -LEADERS Rev. 18 - J Because the BABYLON' of Rev. 
will "URGE" the keeping of SUNDAY as they 
now do in the LENTEN and X-MASS SEASONS to 
"WIN" the other Churches. "WIN" them to 
WHAT * ? WHO was WON - ?.....................
o-o-o-e-e-o ORIGINAL 1884 GC 338-340: 7 
"... FINALLY have' a tfiW to EXTERN WT2... 
But B&FOPE proceeding to these'EXTREME 
MEASURES, we mu$t exert all our wisdom and 
subtlety to deceive and. ensnare those viio 
honor the true Sabbath... Those of this 
Class who are apt and intelligent will serve 
ap DECOYS... Many will net fear their IN
FLUENCE, because they PROFESS the SAME 
Faith..| Thus they will SEPARATE from Christ 
... We must be present at ALL their gather
ings. In their URGE MEETINGS ESPECIALLY... 
to prevent souls from HEARING THE TRUTH."

BECAUSE OF THIS:
"... in the Hour of greatest peril the 
Cod of Elijah will raise up human instru
mentalities to bear a MESSAGE that will 
not be SILENCED. (No amount of DUMB DOGS 
BARKING: “DO NOT CONDEMN’ DO NOT CRITI- 
CIZEJ MO - NOT ETON THE ROMANISTS OR 
THE DEVIL! will now avail!)
"... a MESSAGE that will not be SILENCED. 
... the Voice of STERN REBUKE will be 

HEARD, BOLDLY will men of God’s appoint
ment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH 
with THE WORLD!” (and only a LIAR will 
say it is not so! and only a FOOL will 
help the other Side!) Your PIC 186-7 has 
been CHANGED. Biit this is the ORIGINAL 
RH A6:382. Nov.20,I9I3.
o-o-o-o-o-e
THERE ARE ONLY WO GROUPS.
The one Group no matter how’ diversified 
their Names - will be called: "BABYLON." 
NOT the BABYLON of Rev.17. GC 332. 
NOT the BABYLON of Rev. 14. GC 383.

... in a • " 
1883 GC 383.

G- ?,22% of God." "...in the Day of 
SLAUGHTER." EK 44.u...the coming Storm of 
PATH... I saw that some of the people of 

God are STUPID and DORMANT and. but HALF 
A’ ACC... The Angel said, "DESTRUCTION is 
coming like a mighty Whirleind...SACRIFICE 
to Speed the IESSENGERS." Eft 48-9. 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
“Than I saw that the JUDGKENTS of the 
Almighty were speedily coming... the" WRATH 
of God." ER 51, "Said the Angel, “Get ready, 
«?et ready, get ready... the WRATH of God.
I saw that His ANGER was dreadful & terrible 
... TERROR seized me, and I fell upon my 
face... such AWFUL THPMTBNIFGS 1 DENUNCI
ATIONS .«(Hear them in YOUR CHURCI-I?)1W 6/,-5. 
o-o-oo-o-e LOOKED WITH TEARS 1 SUFl-’EP.Il'E? 
«... I often SOT’TEMD them DO7F and. made 
them as MILD as possible for fear of griev- 

... He looked upon me with a FRG’IN, 
is not possible to describe the TERF.QR 

... THAT DREADFUL FR3IT! 
76-7.



The BABYLON HARLOT of Rev. IS DOES NOT 
have an Atomic Arsenal in her Purse. 
SHE IS NOT THAT STUPID - EITHER’ She 
comes with Open Arms and with Ruby-Lips 
of ”LOVE’“ “THE BANNER (W US IS LOVE’” 
shouted to all the World as the VOICELESS 
PROPHECY and the HEAD of the SDA SEMINARY 
met with BIELY GRAHAM and ORAL ROBERTS 
in the POWER-SHCW at the SEATTLE WORLD’S 

It was kept 2,000 years before Christ. FAIR, in 1962. Seeking “OIL” from the 
Red-Hottest “OIL”' Salesmen in BABYLON’ 
Where they were trying to “WIN SOULS TO 
CHRIST’” via the HELL-believers, PORK- ‘ 
eaters, and SUNDAY-keepers. BEER-guzslers 
also. What a motley Crew’ Yet RICHARDS 
said as he looked over the Audience he 
saw: “The GLORY that should follow us 
is just ahead of us... NOTHING CAN STOP 
IT’” p.IZ_. FULL GOSPEL MEN’S VOICE.
0—0—0—0—0-0
SDA ROY A. ANDERSON said: ’’The religion 
of Jesus Christ sets the soul ON FIRE’” 
p.7, FGBMFI Convention. Sept. 1962. 
o-o-o-o-o-o

9- 'z22?e XEEP SUNDAY’ NO FORCE’ 
vhy - that Preacher of yours will even tell 
you that you will WIN some people TO GOD - 
by keeping SUNDAY WITH THEM - ’ That is how 
and. why ROMANISM began to keep SUNDAY - and 
sne began by first keeping EASTER’’Which is 
SUNDAY, and. has no higher Authority than 
the Pope in Rome. It is the FAVORITE SUNDAY 
of all the SUNDAYS cf the Worshiuuers of 
BAAL.’ 
WOE TO HIM WHO REBUILDS JERICHO’ 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
‘’JERICHO, a heathen stronghold, the CENTER 
of the worship of ASHTORETH, (EASTER I hale st 
and most degrading of all Canaan!tish forms 
of Idolatry... in the days of Ahal’s aposta
sy, when through JEZEBEL’s influence the 
worship of ASHTORETH was revived, JERICHO, 
the ancient seat of this worship... BAAL & 
ASHTORETH... With' the defences of the soul 
broken down... had no barrier against Sin.

“Him that rebuketh in the Gate,” de-

”0 Israel, 
F.C 229,230,202. ’FIGU1IR through the pages of the REVIEW 

thought this was “THE THIRD ANGEL’S 
MESSAGE.” If the THIRD ANGEL was listen
ing in Heaven - he must have thrown up. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
ANDERSON uttered” some words that could 
well be considered Prophetic? “What we 
do we must do QUICKLY,” p.7. (He must 
surely have forgotten in what Setting 
those words were said once before.) 
o-o-o-e-o-o
t‘... a JESSAGE that will NOT BE SILENCED 
... BOLDLY will men of God’s appointment 
DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with 
THE WORLD.” PK 187. RH A6:382. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
THESE SANE MEN - (RICHARDS-ANDERSON and. 
COMPANY) - have been working day & night 
to get this Denomination to join the 
Siren Song of BABYLON: “I AM SAVED’” 
THESE SAME JEN - -(RICHARDS-ANDERSON and. 
COMPANY) - have wked day & night to 
*WTN CONVERTS” via the adoption of 
HEATHEN and PAGAN RITES. We refer to 
X-MASS & EASTER. Until this day we have 
THIS: (from the Voiceless Prophecy;) 

^REVIVAL OF EVANGELISM - '
FVOICE QF PROPHECY WS“ Nov. 1969. 
“Ever since the BERLIN WORLD CONGRESS " 
bn EVANGELISM, there has been a desire 
on the part of many EVANGELICAL CHRIST
IAN GROUPS to hold s CONGRESS ON EVAN
GELISM in the United States. So if was 
that more than 5,000 delegates assembled

“Him that rebuketh in the Gate 
dared Amos,“they NATE... ant* fhey ABHOR 
him that speakoth UPRIGHTLY.”... ' 
thou hast destroyed thyself.” 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
LEFT OUT of your GC 387: 
“Says Howard Crosby: “THE CHURCH of Cod is 
to-day courting the World. Its Members are 
trying to bring it down to the level of the 
ungodly... and as a satisfaction for dl 
this Worldliness, Christians are' making a 
great deal of TENT and. EASTER and church 
ornamentation. It is the dd Trick of Satan. 
The Jewish Church struck on that rock; the 
Romish Church was VIRECKED on the same; and. 
the Protestant is fast reaching the same 
o-o-o-o-o-o DOOM.” 1588 GC 386-7.
”Evil Angels... Evil men... will unite with 
them in seeking to SEPARATE him from God by 
(FORC§-???) by Al,LURING TEMPTATIONS.'Nhen 
these do no succeed, THEN a COr.WLIITG power 
is employed to FORCE the Conscience ,”GC 610. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
“The dirnitaries of CHURCH and. STATE will 
UNITE to BRIBE, PERSUADE, or COMPEL all 
Classes to HONOR the SUNDAY.” GC 592.
0>»Qm»O^ 0—o—o

“The Time is not far distant vhon THE TEST 
will come to every soul. The observance of 
the FALSE SABBATH will, be (FORCED???)' will 
be WED upon US...“Yet I have left Me 7,000 
in Israel, all the knees inhich have NOT 
bowed unto Baal.” PK 188-9.

I surely do not have to quote any more 
References to PROVE that Satan is' not that 
STUPID as the Adventist Preacher thinks he 
is - to come with FORCE.



STATES - UNITING

IC-^223, (Blah! Blah! and more Blah!) 
”... v r^AY’A-B^ jp. HCFF’^"... “GO WITH 
‘ we must find a right relationship
with our fellow men* This can bring about 
a climate in the Church that will foster 
t'-o work of EVANGELISM.” By Gordon *L.
Her rson. “Evangelism Coordinator.” 
VJICITEfS PR0H1ECY NEWS. Nov. 1969. 
C-..O-O-O-O-O
AEVENTIST! Are you UNAWARE that the IMAGE 
would be SET UP by a “WORLD’S •CONVENTION! 
EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE!“ GO 445.
That “ENFORCEMT“ would immediately FCLLCL ’ 
AS CHURCH & STATE UNITE’
O—O—O—O—0—0
Did you also know (SEE RED ALERT FLYER!) 
that through the Pages of the SDA UHISTRY 
MAGAZINE they have sworn to LEAD THIS GROUP! 
They want to be the HEAD - and not the TAIL’ 
“Men of TEARNTNC"& POSITION... they SEPARATED 
from’ God, yielded to the INFLUENCE of the 
World, and the I.ord REJECTED them. Many have 
era? ted SCIEBCE. f /Those who have been re
garded as WORTHY & RIGHTEOUS prove’ to be
RINGLEADERS IF APOSTASY...(Then God SUPERS?) demands and conformed to worldly CUSTOMS 

will not find it a hard matter to YIELD 
to the powers that be.” TJ:SI, 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
THE AWABZENERS SAY NOTHING about X-Mass, 
THE AWAIENERS SAY NOTHING about Easter. 
THE ARA>CTTRS SAY NOTHING about LLU. 
THE AWAKENEPS SAY NOTHING about “OPERATION 
WHITE-COAT” and 1,000 other ABOMINATIONS, 
They SPARE them. They SPARE them their 
TITHE & INFLUENCE & MEMBERSHIP & ALL. 

) THEY ARE NOT GIVING ANY STRAIGHT 
TESTII'/ONY’

It is only a Wrangling over Leadership!
0-0—O—0-0-0
Is it as simple as this to lose the 
Spirit and. Power of God?
“When the early Church became CORRUPTED 
by departing from the simplicity of the 
Gospel and accepting HEATHEN RITES AND 
CUSTOMS, she "LOST the Spirit and Power 
a; God.” GC 443.
(5—o««o— o—o—o
The next Step was to seek favor id-th the 
World and then called on the Civil Govt, 
to aid and abett her against her Enemies. 
“It was APOSTASY that led the early Church 
txx seek the aid of the Civil Government, 
and this prepared the way for the develop
ment of the Papacy - the Beast...
SO APOSTASY IN THE CHINCH will prepare 
the Hay fer the IMAGE to the Beast.“GC.
443-X. “When the LEADING CHURCHES "of the 
UNITED STATES - UNITING....«» GO 445.

“By UNITING with the World and partaking 
of its spirit, they have come to view 
matters in nearly the same light? and 
when* the TEST is brought, they are pre
pared to choose the EASY, POPULAR SIDE... 
They become* the MOST BITTER. ENEMIES of 
their former Brethren...THESE APOSTATES.” 

THESE APOSTATES. GC 60S.
“And at that time the superficial, con
servative Class... WILL RENOUNCE THE FAITH 
and. take their stand with its avowed 
ENEMIES, toward whom their sympathies 
HAVE LONG BEEN TENDING. THESE APOSTATES. 
... The Members of THE CHURCH will INDIVI

DUALLY BE TESTED AND IROVED.(ls that the 
way your Preacher has been telling it?) 
... perhaps SEPARATELY AND ALONE... My 
Brother, my Sister - ponder these things, 
I beseech you.” T5:4&3.
o-o-o-o-o-o THE TEST - URGED’ 
“The Time is not far distant when the 
TEST will come to every soul. The Mark 
of the Beast will be URGED upon US. Those 
who hnre STEP BY STEP yielded* to worldly

(FAITH :)“in the Third Angel’s Message 
(BUT: )“but have NOT BEEN SANCTIFED ’ 
(WHY:)“through OBEDIENCE to the Truth, 
(THEY:)"abandon their Position, and. 
(AND:)“JOIN the RANKS of the OPPOSITION.” 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o 
ONE SENTENCE TELLS ALL: GC 60S.
ADVENTISTS KEEP SUNDAY’ GC 603. '
(THE CATHOLICS - THE LAW - is our greatest 

ENEMY - ??? You will have to Think about 
this a long Time before the impact of these 
Words sinks in. See this dearly and an 
entirely new Vista of Prophetic Understand
ing will open before you so that you just 
MIGHT be Saved. Because NOTHING hut the 
TRUTH will. Save any of us. The JEW’S made 
the mistake of REMAINING IN THE CHURCH 
when the SIGNS Showed it was THE to “GO YE 
OUT TO MEET HIM’“ And then you will have 
reason enough to Believe the followings)

“Their wicked course He will tolerate NO 
LONGER, and. in His WRATH He deals with THEM 
WITHOUT MERCY.“ T5:S2,2I2. (I wonder if * the 
full meaning of those Words can Register in 
the Mind of the Brainwashed Adventist who 
has only ever heard THE VERY OPPOSITE!’!) 
o-o-o-o-o-o
Some will. Believe, Some will Separate. Some 
will be Sealed. The choice is yours, 
o-o-o-o-o-o
(TIKE:)”As the Storm approaches(not here yet 
(NUMBER:)”a large Class (who are they?) 
(WHO:)”who have professed faith in(in what?) 

, but



WITH ANGER as

.ere V cn-rxd first - 
are Rejected first -

DFAR ADVENTIST:
If I was only permitted to write you one 
Thought for Today, it would be this: 
ttAs a Nation, the children of Israel 
failed.11 Ed.50.
O-O-O^O-O-O
Think' about that. "AS A NATION1* - they 
failed. Now I am sure you will be very 
quick to agree. Here was a Church, a 
Nation, a Denomination - called of God 
for sure. His people. Divinely appointed 
o-o-o-o-o-o Leaders.
Pick out the Kings of Israel. The people 
APOSTATIZED. How did they APOSTATIZE? 
By leaving the Church? By leaving the 
Nation? By leaving the Denomination? No. 
That was not the Reason, By making so 
much of that King that TRIDE went to his 
Heart! and from him PRIDE went to the 
people. The King brought in Heathen Rites 
& Customs (that was the usual Failing.') 
and thereby the Denomination cut herself 
off from. God. Because God never went a- 
long w- 1' a Fixture of Righteousness and 
Unrifiiteousness.. After all - if these 
things were Written for our Admonition^ 
upon whom the Ends of the World are come, 
are we going to be Blind to these Facts? 
Or are we going to learn from them?

The mistake that Israel' made was in 
their "Patriotism" to their Leaders - 
SECRETLY they wanted LIBERTY from Law . 
and Restraint - just like their Master- 
the Devil. Until it was a Secret no 
longer. The King, of Israel led his people 
into the same Excesses of the Heathen - 
that the Lord hacb ordered them to' Destroy.

If you did not Read that in the Bible 
and in the Testimonies - your Reading' 
has been in Vain. “In Vain do they wor
ship Me - Teaching for Doctrines the 
Commandments of men." "THE CONTEST IS 
between the Commandments of God and the 
commandments of men. In this Time the 
GOLD will be SEPARATED from the DROSS II! 
TETf CHURCH." (LEAVING QJfJ DROSS’)T5«8I.

Men and Majorities are our greatest 
Danger. If you are on the Side of the 
Majority - and Proud to be so - I wonder 
what you have to be Proud about - ? 

SUNDAY LAJV TEST - ???
"Soon God’s people rill be TESTED by » 
fiery trials, and the GREAT PROPORTION 
of those ^ho now appear to be Genuine 
and True will prove to be BASE KETAL,' 
Instead of being strengthened & confirmed 
by opposition, threats, abuse, they will 
COWARDLY tales the side of the Opposers."

here meant
o-o-o-o-o-o
(Was she ADDLED when she wrote that - ? 
Did the Adventists need to fix it up to 
“more clearly present the meaning?" No - 
I don’t think so - I think it was I-EANT 
just the Way it was Written! And this also:) 
o-o-o-o-o-o 'BABYLON IS THE CHURCH!
"But the Spirit of God came upon them... 
Thus will the MESSAGE of the Third Angel 
be proclaimed. AS THE TIME COMES FOR THE 
LOUD CRY TO PE GIVEN (THE CHURCH already 
being Judged! ) the Lord will work throu^i 
humble instruments... The laborers will be 
qualified rather by the unction of his 
Spirit than by the training of literary 
Institutions... The Sins of BABYLON will 
be laid open. The fearful results of a 
UNION of CHURCH & STATE... ALL WILL BE UN- 
MASKED... Thousands upon thousands have 
never listened to words like these. (Certain
ly never heard anything like this from any 
VOICELESS PRORffiCY!) In amazement they hear 
the TESTIMONY (STRAIGHT TESTIMONY - ????) 
the TESTIMONY that BABYLON IS THE CHURCH, 
fallen because of her errors & sins, be
cause of her rejection of the TRUTH sent 
to her from Heaven... The MINISTERS present 
FABLES, prophesy SMOOTH THINGS... are" FILLED

their AUTHORITY i^UESTIONEDH 
1884 CC 424-5. (506-7.)

11-^223. BABYLON.
T* ADVENTISTS are Sealed first - 

, ’ ' - q. 7<Tr’C;

.• the ADVENTISTS.
If the ADVENTISTS are Judged first
If the ADVENTISTS go into DARKNESS pro- 

’ .rate to the LIGHT they REJECTED - 
’□p expect to see some DEVIL-POSSESSED

rc-t 
y-:. '1 
ZOiBIES emerging from the SDA CHURCH and 
SNA MINISTRY’ "OUR WORST ENEMIES’" GC 600.

BABYLON.
This is BABYLON! You call it by any'old 
name you like - BUT THIS IS BABYLON’ 
There are only WO CLASSES’ 
144,000 Sealed Saints and ALL the Rest - 
BEGINNING with the SEALING - BEGINNING 
with the HOUSE CF “GOD - ALL who are NOT ’ 
SEALED with the 144,000 MUST BE BABYLON’ 
0-0—0—0—0-0
"The term BABYLON... is applied in Scripture 
to the various FORMS of False & APOSTATE’ " ’ 
religion ("THESE APOST ATES’" CC 603.15:4.63.) 
But the MESSAGE announcing the Fall of 
BABYLON must ar ply (to the HEAD - the RING
LEADERS as the SEALING BEGINS’)
BABYLON must apply TO SOKE RELIGIOUS BODY' 
that was once PURE and has become CORRUPT. 
It CANNOT be the ROMISH CHURCH which is 

..." 1884 GC 232.



Unless these become SENSIBLE of their WAVER
ING CHARACTER and correct it, they will ALL 
fail of Everlasting Life) they will be un
able to cope with the perils of the Last 
Days. They will possess no stamina to RESIST 
the DEVIL, for THEY DO NOT KNOW THAT IT IS 
HE . Someone' must be at their Side to inform 
them whether a Foe or a Friend is" approach
ing. THEY ARE NOT SPIRITUAL, therefore 
Spiritual things are not' di see rned...Said 
the Angel: “CURSED be the man that TRUSTETH 
in man, and make th FLESH his arm.” T£:I30.

THE HISTORY OF ISRAEL.
There is a saying among men of the World- 
not to mention the Evil that anyone did, 
speak only of the Good. Some people even 
Think this is a Bible Doctrine. “SEE TO 
YOUR OWN SINS - BROTHER!” Thus‘the Evil 
remains, and is not' purged out. That is' 
the Slogan of a Whore. This made way for 
the Monstrous Aggrandizement of Self in 
the Ranks of Adventism. The NAMES and 
the ACTIONS of the corrupt LEADERS are 
ALL in the BIBLE. NOT ONCE does it say 
“Brother Blank.11 NOT ONCE was there any 
“Brother X-Y-2P in the ORIGINAL TESTI- 

• MOILEES. The DANIELLS and the URIAH SMITHS 
TOOK OUT their own NAMES but LEFT IN the 
names of IUCLLOG-CANRIGHT or others that 
were their Enemies. Thus the EVIL remains. 
Thus the BLACK HAIL GANG of THALIDAMIDE 
EPISODES seem to escape even more Scot- 
Free thnn the notorious MAFIA! Because 
we COTLR^UP for our own. Thus the Death- 
Dirg:- 5 TO YOUR (MN SINS - BROTHER’”" 
Thus 'b:-.' AHABS and the JEZEBELS take over 
the Church. And you are to say NOTHING! 
But the MESSAGE of Rev. 18 SAYS SOMETHING! 
It shows them ALL their ABOMINATIONS - 
and this is called. “LIGHT FROM HEAVEN.” 
FIRST is the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE 
LAODICEANS to see who is" worthy to be 
SEALED: “GO YE OUT to meet Him!” 
O-O-O—0-0-0 
These, then - give the LOUD CRY: “COLE 
OUT OF HER - MY JEOPLEJ” 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
BOTH are SEPARATING MESSAGES. “CHOOSE YE 
THIS DAY.” The Choice is yours. The Sou), 
you Save might be your own. 
0-0—0-0—O—e 
CLEARLY the Testimonies warned that a 
FALSE REFORMATION would come to excite 
people away from the Truth - but those 
who are STRICTLY HONEST will see the 

they had not ar INDIVIDUALITY ."Their identity GLARING ERRORS contained in that Move- 
is submerged in others; they are merely ment PREDICTED TO COME and would be a
SHADOWS of these whom they think about right. REF OP. MAT ION with ” Mysterious Signs and 

Wonders” which would INCREASE & SPREAD. 
”The REFORMATIONS that were shown me, 
were not Reformations from Error to Truth, 
but from BAD to WORSE... if their hearts 
could be seen, they would appear AS BLACK 
AS EVER.” ■PRESENT TRUTH 22. RH AI:9. 
August 1849. LEFT OUT of W 45. 
GC 4^4-471 shows the Doctrines they will 
be Teaching. BEWARE of them as you value ■/ 
your Soul, It is but the TARES gathering 
for the Burning. The TRUE MOTEMENT is to 
FOLLOW the COUNTERFEIT, Be with it, Do 
not fail. Read these Papers again.

12- ‘-223. SUNDAY LAW TEST - ? OR 
CO ETTE THE MAJORITY TEST - ? CR 
STAY IN THE CHURCH TEST - ’

0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
“To stand in defense of Truth & Righteous- 
nnsn WHEN THE MAJORITY FORSAKE US, to Fight 
th? Battles of the Lord when CHAMPIONS are 

•)\-w - THIS will be our TEST.” T5:I36. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
"IN THE CRISIS... When the LAW of‘ C-od is 
made void, THE CHURCH will be sifted by 
fiery Trials, and a LARGER PROPCRTIOIT than 
we now anticipate will give heed to seducing 
spirits and doctrines of Devils... FABLES 
of every Kind will be brought IN.”Ev,36I. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
“In the last Vision given me, I was shown 
the startling fact that BUT A SMALL PORTION 
of those who now PR.OFESS the Truth will be 
Sanctified by it and be Saved... They will 
CONFORM to the World, cherish- Idols, and 
become spiritually DEAD.” TI:608-9. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
”. • .exalting’ hum?n authority to" rule the 
Conscience which has been so terrible a 
CURSE to the Church in all ages. Ax’ his 
fearful denunciations of the scribes and 
PHARISEES, and his warnings to the people 
NOT TO FOLLOW THESE BLIND LEADERS, ’ were 
placed on record as an admonition to future 
Generations.” RH A5»245. lune 7,1906.' 
o-o-o-o-o-o NEVER HJAPD IN YOUR CHURCH! ‘ 
“They wait to see viiat others will Think’." 
If these dissent, tiat is all that is heeded 
to convince them ttat the subject under con
sideration is of no account whatever. Al
though THIS CLASSIS LARGE, it does not 
change the fact *tiat they are INEXPERIENCED 
and WEAK-MINDED through long yielding to 
the Enemy, and will always be as Sickly as 
Babes, walking ty other’s Light, living bn 
other’s experience, feeling as others feel, 
and acting as others act. They act as though



the same

day after day crying to himself - she 
w5.il get him down. He will lose all his 
Religion - all. his Principles - and. be
come nothing but a Mat for her to wipe 
her feet on. And would but lead her to" 
desrise him the more. And so she should. 
For he is NOT a J.O|

TEARS - SUFFERINGS - ?*?*?
This JARNES-BRINSMEAD Doctrine which the 
Adventists do not want to touch with one 
of their little fingers - preferring 
rathor to go ©long with the AD'AIIENERS 
on that one -'that God is in “AGONY” and 
“TORIFNTS” and “SUFFERING” on account 
of that TS:25O HARLOT! (Any statement 
that DOES say that God or Christ are 
“SUF1 ERIN.” - is NOT FOP THEM! It is 
for those THEY PERSECUTE’ NOT THEM’)' 
The natural effect of such a Doctrine 
will only lead - can onl y lead - and is 
most' e js ^edly leading - to LESS regard 
for mV Integrity and Glory of God’s 
CHARACTER - than anything else could do! 
Ho is a Mat - under her feet. The Lord, 
of the Household is DEPENDENT on that 
woman - that Church! Thus the ’WHOLE and. 
the FAUEN CHURCH are elevated ABOVE 
their Master. This can only lead, to 
o-o-o-o-o-o eternal Disaster.
Such Women and. such Churches need a 
Lesson. Her only and.' last Hope is to 
Repent and that Speedily, “WHAT! Know . 
ye not that he that is JOINED to an 
HARLOT - that they are BOTH ONE FLESH!” 
o-o-o-o-o-o
The mistake that the Church and those 
who have “A WHORF’S FOREHEAD” make - is 
to think that He HAS to come to her. 
Ar long as she has that Ides - she is a 
Queen that shall know no Sorrow. Little 
does she know of what the Future will 
bring her. And. when the point of no-re tur:. 
has been reached - she may ’ ANT to cow 
hack. Rut there is no coming back - for 
He has' turned - to another Class. And 
for her the Door is Shut. T9:97. Do the 
AEAKENFRS teach that - ? They certainly 
DC POT! But hold the Door open for her5 
in the very Hour when that Door is Shut, 
or about to he Shut. THIS is the Lesson 
of the Ten Virgin Parable. That when she 
has poured out her l ove * her Oil - her 
Affections * on another - on the Enemy 
of her Husband. - and. the Stench of his 
Tobacco, the”smell of liquor on his 
Breihhe - when she “AWfcs” to realize 
she has Sold, her Soul for a less of 
Hilly Graham’s Pottage - fnr a “LOVE”

T?- ’••’221. Nov.?,19-9. As we to Print this 
wit1. th ■■q Papers - this is the Last

■ d - a Thought for Today. You will find, 
s5nee so many Quotations in these Papers 
a: ; so Shocking and uribeleiable the first

> round - read these Papers again and 
yet again - and the missing Parts will fit 
i-.ibo Place and. you will Wonder why you never 
to- them before. That was the Effect of 
constant Traditions of men from the PifLpit- 
repeated week after week and keeping them 
in a Trance - the Effect of the Truth and" 
the Spirit waking them up - 'may only Anger 
them - or it may Sober them.
C—0*0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0— - --0-0-0

THOUGHT FOP TODAY. ‘ ‘ '
JAPFES & BP INS WAD are entrancing the Advent
ist world with the Thought that the God of 
Heaven is being broken down because of the 
antics of the 18*250 HARLOT who has misplaced 
her Love for another - for the Mighty men 
of the World - Heads of Church’& State. She 
has chosen her Pleasures there.

TEARS IN HIS VOICE. ..........
The man who has for 20 or 30 years been 
Preaching about “TEARS IN HIS VOICE” which 
is found in the CHANGED Book: ”STEPS TO 
CHRIST” - hut is NOT in the CRIGIl’AL. The' 
Lord knew the ’’STEPS TO CHRIST” and lie" did 
not require the assistance of any General 
Conference Committee appointed in 1813 to 
go through the Books and. CHANGE them the way 
they OUGHT to Read!

SO TRd BOOKS b’ERV ONLY FOR 
yvtfhe aitpwists???

Sr. White went to FLEITFG H. REVILL COMPANY . 
who COPYRIGHTED that Book the wr the Ford 
wanted it. And no “TEARS IN HIS VOICE.” It 
is laid the Adventists spent ”A Klr'G’S 
RANSOM” to get that Book back under their 
Control - and to show the Loid. who was Boss. 
And then they ADDED that 1st. Charter with 
that controversial: ’’TEARS TP HIS V-ICE?’ 
See Rev.22:18 about the H,AGUEL that will 
be ADDED to anyone that ADDS to this look
er who AGREES with the ADDING. Pev.22:I5«

TEARS AND SUFFERINGSJ 
“TEARS” were ADDED’ So it was a logical and 
natural STEP for one of those Bible Teachers 
to 30 misunderstand the True Character oF 
f’od as to give Adventists more of 
by seeking out the Invention of God “SUFFER
ING” - even “ETERNAL TORMENTS” on account 
of that T8:250 HARLOT that has gone off 
into the World.

THE WAY OF HARLOTS IS - 
and the way of a man married to a Harlot is » 
if he goes around crying deep inside -



THE CHARACTER OF GOD.
If this Church, or that Woman, really 
imagine they can get away with that - 
as the AWAKENING SCHOOL is leading them 
to believe, saving NOTHING about the 
SUP^-ALCGHCLS &' the DONE she is using 
and giving to her Children - ANTI-BI0TIC3 
LSD - TRANQUILIZERS - OPERATION WHITE - 
COAT - and to' top it all off - this last 
is passing her Children through the Fires 
o-o-o-c-o-o of Moloch.
If that Husband or that God is not BAN 
ENOUGH to control His feelings - she 
would get away with literal. MURDER, Do 
they continue to CHY and WEEP and. HEAD 
with her - ? All that would only make 
her the more Arrogant and Sure of herself. 
This would only be a Pattern for all

i s led to believe in her High and Mighty 
arrogance that she has Him bound, hand and 
foot to her Whim:< end Caprices -* she will 
only go lower rod lower and lower. THIS is 
the RESULT ’of H BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE 
HOPES (GC 339) of the AWAXENFRS - that He is' 
“SUF^ER.ING” on account of her! This Doctrine 
is NOT calculated to win Respect for the 
lord of that Church or that Household. It is 
cal.ciliated to get her to Love the World all 
the more - until she will be so DPUILI’N, so 
DISEASED, so LGV, so DRUGGED - that lie could 
not take her back if He wanted to.Sr. White 
says to read Isaiah, Jeremiah, & Eze.ziel as 
applying to our Time and this Church." She 
speaks in Harmony id th the Prophet Ezekiel- 
tha.t God will turn the minds of the mon that 
she is so passionately in Love with - when 
their Respect is gone - they will Despise 
all her “Standards” - her non-pork-eating, 
her non-drinking, her non-smoking, her non- 
hell-believing, her non-sunday-leaping - 
they will have her taking the Bottle with 
them - and End up “Beating her with many 
Stripes.” Not to try to correct her - but 
to bring her still Lower, if that 
She does not have much further to go.

THIS MESSAGE.
To Snear at this Message will only make hor 
Fate more certain. There is nothing here to 
Snear at. “REPENT and do the first ’.‘oiks' or 
else I will come unto thee quickly - except 
thou Repent - and remove thy Candlestick' 
out of his place.” (No Adventist Has ever 
Studied what that means - or known that the 
FIRST CHURCH CONDITION was applied by Sr. 
White perhaps as much as 100 Times - to the 
SDA CHURCH’ T6:Z22. TS?9<% : 
99, A3 :27,35,t71,181,132,273,2'31, 
14? ,143,4.7, ^42, ^5, J.53,1*2, 4*5.)

What is needed by such a Woman and such 
a Church - is that He will “TURN HIS 
FACE” from her. That He will plead, yee£-’ 
but not with her. He will choose another I 
This the Worldly-minded do not realize. 
And so they teach’ ”ONCE MARRIED - 
ALWAYS MARRIED.” It is only people'with 
very weak minds that would fall for that. 
That the God that Rules this Universe - 

is possible, -that’wiped out ALT- THE WORLD in the
Flood - that wiped out the CITIES of the 
Plain - that wiped out HIS VERY HOUSE- 
HOLD - HIS CHURCH - HIS HOLY CITY’ Even 
the Discipl es could not grasp this - 
could not fathom the CHARACTER of God - 
and neither can anvone else AS LONG AS 
THEY BELIEVE HE IS PREDESTINED TO MARRY 
THAT INFALLIBLE CHURCH and HAS to LOVE 
her to the Bitter Err*.J He does not have 
to - and. He will not.

Wat she needs to he told in her 
Midnight Hour of Rebellion & Apostasy 
is that He “PASSES BY” & chooses another.

IZ-"-2R3. for the World - which is ENIilTY 
-?th God! For a LOVE that is not enduring -
it is all Passion with no sustaining Substance 
- and now he is making “LOVE” with her avowed 
Enyies - the Daughters of Babylon, Rome-,

* Philistines, and. the Daughters of Sodom, 
a “LOOTING” them as much or more than he 

e-: loved her. And Tommorrow it will be a
Love. Then she may AWAKE to' realize 

that she has lost ALT.. LOVE - and try to Win 
her True Husband back - go from Sea to’Sea 
seeking the Lord - but cannot’ find Him. He 
has withdrawn Himself from her. He has Di
vorced her forever and she lost all Rights 
she was so desperately trying to Gain.
“What shall it'profit a Church if she gain 
the whole World - and LOSE her own Soul?”

THIS IS THE POINT -J’’
As long as that Woman, as long as that Church, other wouLd-be-Whores to follow. NO PEN

ALTY FOR SIN! What the so-called self- 
styled ’‘1UAW1NEFS” are Teaching is?
“LOVE • ROUT LAW’” 1RANSGPESSI0N WITH
OUT RiD;-ATI ! “LOVE ABOVE LAW Which 
was th. first thing that brought Rebel
lion into Heaven. That same Doctrine. 
Which would mean the RUIN of the HOKE, 
of the CHURCH, and of the UNIVERSE.

LOVE - OIL’
THE VERY FOOLISH VIRGINS that seek in 
the Popular Market-Place for “LOVE” - 
(OIL!) - will come to the Door - EMPTY! 
And expect Joy and Love - but the Door 
is Closed. LOCKED OUT] He had married 
another. The Gulf is fixed.
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the Church by Storm rd th; “LOVEJ” - with
out LAW’ “instead of by WORKS I” COP. 15-22. * 
FREE-LOVE will cover all CONSEQUENCES’ 
Satan tried that in Heaven - you can see 
it pnder the Bright Lights of Follywood, 
The End of that Programme is a PEAL 
AWAKENING as they try it again & stain 
and then End it all with too many Sleep-* 
ing Pills. Because they'were led to be
lieve a Lie* “FAITH” and “LOVE” is NEVER 
“ALONE* - you must “ADD" to your Faith 
and it is not Good for man to "be “ALOFE.” 
By the same Yard-stick, it is not Good 
to have “FAITH” in EVERYTHING - with some 
we are to “RELIEVE THEM NOT»“ - and Love 
is' to he'for the TROTH ALONE: “love NOT 
the World!* “Love NOT the Flesh!” LOW? 
the things of the Spirit*
O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0—O—O—O—0—0—O—0—0 

error: forced home*
We have been repeatedlv WARNED about 
Error being “FORCED HOME .. / BY THE PCW: 
OF THE WILL." If we go to T^eetings where 
God does not send us - “HE WILL NOT KlT.r 
TJS* The Angels CEASE their watchful’care 
over us, and we are LEFT*,,11 

NOV* 20, 1969.
This day we have a perfect Example of 
“FORCING HOME" a False & Dangerous Dogma«

SUFFERING OR INDIGNATION - ? ‘ 
cc’^d hod - in iiow. turned 

to ...o< ?. •••ration. See those References as 
listed, through these Last Papers. “WRATH J* 
“WUPED WITH MERCY!” “ IND IGNAT ION J“ Aid 
Fs ’‘rJ? “LAUGH” when her “FEAR” co'methj 

rhe thought she could avoid - by
Fa; ."ng '' riends of His Enemies J

A H .id Cod - ? A Hard Picture - ? Prav for 
1 isdbm to Understand. And in UNDERST AND ING - 
understand this: that He has LAKS that must 
be OPEYED FIRST of all and LOVE comes'LAST 
of all J for it is on Top of the Ladder that 
reaches to Heaven* It is a BIFT of God, God 
is Love and without him there is no Love* 
This was the most Cruel thing the Devil had 
to learn. TRUE LOVE comes BECAUSE of a 
REASON* The loose Free-Love of the World 
has NO REASON with it - it is only LUST* and 
PASSION and does not LAST. It is not for 
OIE ALONE. ‘ All such are unworthy of the 
kingdom where the Rule is laid down that 
LOVE must be for ONE ALONE thou^i DEATH do 
us Part. The TRUE LOVER will, not seek * 
another. But in the same Sense - neither' 
wi.ll the TRUE LOVER remain with a HARLOT. '

CONVERTED - if it is not too late already. 
THE SUNDAY LAW is a SIGN that for the 
Church - it is all over! T9:97, This is 
no Time to fall for Sentimental Slush 
and. Free-Love* This is no Time to be a 
Friend of the World. This is a Time to 
Repent and be Converted to LAW & ORDER 
if we hope to escape the Seven Last Plagues 
And the Spirit and the Bride say:“COME’“ 
and let him who is athirst say:” CORE J” 
It must a free-will Offering.

WRATH - ON SPA’s - !
Reject this last Offer and find out the 
horrible realization that “WRATH” must 
come - FIRST CF ALL - ON SEVENTH-DAY 
ADVENTISTS’ This is the Message now to 
the Lovers of the World! “COME OUT OF 
HEP i MY PEOPLE’" “GO YE OUT (of the 
World-loving Church!) TO MEET HIM!” 
The “AWAKENERS" are not giving this 
Massage. Seventh-day’ Adventist Ministers 
are going into Higher-Gear than any Time 
in the History of this Church - to Study 
what Inspiration has told us would come 
at the very*Remnant of Time: “PSYCHOLOGY!“ 
Now advanced to: “PSYCHIATRY!” In the 
Classes held in the PSYCHIATRY WINGS of 

This the HARLOT CHURCH (T8:250) better Under- the SLA Hospitals around this World - 
stand. And this is what we 'Vexing about: an Army of . these trained Seals are taking 
“The WICKED shall DO wickedly - and' NONE of 
the wicked shall UNDERSTAND (so why do you 
LOOK fcr them to Understand?) - but the 
WISE shall UIWOE? “He that DORTH the 
WILL of Tty Father which is in Heaven - he 
shall QO: of the Doctrine *n 
0—0—0—o—b—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 

SHAKING-SEPARATION *
Thin is the Sifting-Separation Hour - and 
it is clearly Written that the Wicked - 
“Under one pretence or another” will LEAVE 
the Righteous, the Righteous al-so - will 
LEAVE the Wicked. In any case - the WISE 
and the FOOLISH go their SEPARATE Ways. 
There is SEPARATION in the -CHURCH and. in 
the HOW, in "the SEALING Time. GC 612. 
T$ 234. COL 406* TI:I83. 
c-0-0-0-0-0 
On the other hand. - some “COKE BACK" and 
with “HFIBLE LOOKS" step on the Platform 
again. For thia w»e Pray. And we Teach the 
“WRATH” of God - “UNMIXED WITH MERCY* - ' 
coming on those who Reject this last Offer 
of Mercy! There is a LAST Message, a LAST* 
Chance, and after that - the Lord’s people 
who TOE giving the “STR-AIGHT TESTIMONY TO 
THE LAODICEANS” give them up, as does Heaven, 
and turn and ^ive the “LOUD CRY” to the 
World. This is a Time to REPEOT and be

"r'- • gb*]
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days of Lot & Noah. And her: is 
bo if it is going to be "AS IT 
Bays of J>ot & Noah?11 If your Soul

FC COULD YOU POSSIBLE! speak.of 
H IJITT^

READY OR NOT - in
Another very Dangerous conception the 
HIBBERTS and the'ROGEP-ITES and ROBERTSON: 
HUDSON Cult is propogating is that this 
so-called "BLESSING"and "ROBE" is being 
held out to us and all we need is "FAITH 
WHOUT V0RLS" - just grab it and run! 
Put I don’t think it1 s quite as Simple 
as all that. We have heard enough of that

Al Friend (his Brother) and Kogers and
4

3

The School we mention le the "LAYFARI 
ARE THEORY" School. Ml the BRINS2BAD-- 
JARNES Doctrines are contingent on you 
"laiOTING" when the "JUDG®1?" is on! 
HIEBEPT has an "API" to be found ©nd • 
paraded around the '• orld. PR INSTEAD has 
a "SUNDAY LAW J" The SHEHIERD’S BOD had 
their "SIGNALS" that they also never saw! 
Do you see what it .means to fall'for 
FALSE and DANGEROUS ERROR in the Past'*? 
Had you seen the Truth THEN" - you would 
be Braced and on Guard to ddtect Error 
NG J But for MOST of you - you were only 
PPQrC.’3D and" rot MAD - when the' TRUTH 
uncovered the ERRORS in the 1955-6-2 
Period. "RUSSIA" was to pull a "SNEXI 1 * 
ATTAC-C" against America - Spring of 19551 
So said Iliebert, D.L .Friend had his Falsa 
Time Prophecies. This was followed by

seems NOT ONE OF THEM has lost any Follo
wing or Respect on account of their 
vicious Blunders! And riow we have a New' 
One - the SUNDAY LAK I Never be fere heard 
of in the Ranies of Adventists yet they 
have the Gall and Nerve of the Devil -

SAT’ W'STETW - * * \
Nov.15,19^9 - p.5. Ronald P. Lambert - 
an "AWAlCSbiNG" attack against -Paul Gum*- 
rings of Oswega, N.Y. (&ANTED: a copy 
of Paul. Cummtnrs paper!)

THE LFFVE ■ - I
R.RJJNWT: "The historic Adventist in
terpretation «f closing events has been 
that the Judgment ©f the Living COWNIFGES 
with the passage of .a national ‘SUNDAY 
LAB in the United States." p.5.

THE TRUTH - !
The "HISTORIC ADVENTIST POSITION" has 
been that the SEATING comes "1IWTICED" 
as a "THIEF IN THE NIGHT" - "WILL iCFQtf' . 
IT NOT - ’» GO k91,$15,6X2. Ev.3$2,5?3..

ACCEPT the "WHI^ RAIWT". -
YOU KILL - 7 Fell, bully for vou - ! But 
what if Heaven DOES NCT ACCEPT YOU - nor 
hold out that ‘WHITE RAIIOT" for you - ? " 
What then - 7 Tho Jungle Beat the sowcalled 
self-styled 11 AW ABNERS" are beeting in 
Lower Adventosia - is that all they peed do 
is: "ACCEPT!" and "PRAY!" a hit perhaps - 
a rd God is holding up the Judgment for this 
T8:250 HARLOT to make up her obviously 
confused Mind! But one Statement ought to 
send, the Shivers down the AWA-GUTIFG SPINE: 
"READY OR NOT - th© Judgment will come!"

15-"223. ERP.CR FORCED HOPE - J
A Publication catting itself :".RM1GFNT 
TRUTH" and edited by JARNES’S SON - has a 
uhing called: "DOCTRINAL FOPU'." which is no 
DOCTRINAL FORUM’ For the word "FCRUl?1 means 
"rr5Lunal-Court" which means BOTH Sides and 
ALL Sides can be heard - but not so in this 
Publication by NORMAN JARNESJ He -lets it 
plainly be known that this is'"TITHE*" the 
°DA Church and there is no Interest in those from the "GRACE" Schools of BABYLON! 
who "nourish an anti-church spirit" and all 
they want is to hear from those who "desire 
to testify of the BLESSINGS RECEIVED." The 
Find of the Adventist: "ONLY-PRAISE IE’" 
O-O-0-0-0-0 :- f
This should be called:: "ADVENTIST CO’itW 
or "ADVENTIST JUNTO" or "SDA CLOSED-SHOP." 
be still wonder if this is only a put^on 
"Fight" to break up the Ranks and" tho Danger 
of PEAL REFORM. In any case - we. do not Fear 
them because we know the FALSE comes FIRST! 
"GATHER ye FIRST the TAPES for the EWING." 
And AFTER THAT - the Wheat. GO Z<A.

NOW YOU PAY ATTENTION. ‘ 
Vol.2. Number I. November-1919• p.6: 
FLOYD MACKEY: Did you ever visualize the 
JUDGMENT - ? Do you know the TIRO:’- that 
took hold of Sr. White as she saw it - ? 
Do you know how many were "SEATED" in the 

it going to 
I’AS in the

1 Spirit 
has been atune to thinkinr of the Judgment- 

it as: 
IWITY BLESSING CF THE jWG’EliT

"CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" Company in 
the Years that fo?lowed. Even'the R*H 
set their Time’ Do you know what the 
Bible says about "FAL-SE R'QHIBTS - ?" 
Perhaps you ou«?ht to look it uu! Have 

"THE GREAT GIFT" - "HE UNITES US TO BARTAS we not learned' our Xesson yet - .2 It 
"PARTA® OF THE BLESSING" - it could only 
be the one THOROUGHLY COWINCED THAT EE IS 
SAVED - no Doubt about it whatsoever - 
who could'Talk like that. Yet it is this 
kind of Talk that Beguiles the Sil PTE and 
Confounds the WISE, Kith not a Spock of 
Truth to it. Great swelling LORDS of VA.IITY. 
0-0-0-0-0-0
"P sail zing our own DEFICIENCY, we will 

p.v. 
, bully for you


